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Abstract. Decentralized peer to peer networks like Gnutella are attrac-
tive for certain applications because they require no centralized directo-
ries and no precise control over network topology or data placement.
The greatest advantage is the robustness provided by them. However,
flooding-based query algorithms used by the networks produce enor-
mous amounts of traffic and substantially slow down the system. Re-
cently flooding has been replaced by more efficient k-random walkers and
different variants of such algorithms [5]. In this paper, we report immune-
inspired algorithms for searching peer to peer networks. The algorithms
use the immune-inspired mechanism of affinity-governed proliferation
and mutation to spread query message packets in the network. Through a
series of experiments, on different types of topologies, we compare prolif-
eration/mutation with different variants of random walk algorithms. The
detailed experimental results show message packets undergoing prolifer-
ation and mutation spread much faster in the network and consequently
proliferation/mutation algorithms produce better search output in p2p

networks than random walk algorithms.

1 Introduction

Among different desirable qualities of a search algorithm for p2p networks, ro-
bustness is a very important aspect. That is, the performance of a search al-
gorithm should not radically deteriorate in face of the dynamically changing
condition of the network. As is known, the big share of Internet users, conse-
quently participants in p2p networks, still use dial-up modems, who besides being
slow and unreliable, also leave the community at very short intervals. Thus in
order to give robustness a high priority, algorithms generally avoid precise rout-
ing algorithms for forwarding query message packets. Instead random forwarding
of the message packets forms the basis of their algorithms [5]. The goal of this
paper is to study more efficient alternatives to the existing k-random walk. In
this connection, we draw our inspiration from the immune system.

Our algorithm has been inspired by the simple and well known mechanism of
the humoral immune system where B cells upon stimulation by a foreign agent
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Fig. 1. Immune system concepts used to develop search algorithms

(antigen) undergo proliferation and mutation generating antibodies. Prolifera-
tion helps in increasing the number of antibodies while mutation implies a variety
of generated antibodies. The antibodies consequently can efficiently track down
the antigens (foreign bodies). Fig. 1 provides an illustration explaining how we
have mapped immune system concepts to our search problem. In our problem,
the query message packet is conceived as antibody which is generated by the
node initiating a search whereas antigens are the searched items hosted by other
constituent members (nodes) of the p2p networks. Like in the natural immune
system, the packets undergo mutation and proliferation based upon the affinity
measure between the message packets and the contents of the node visited which
results in an efficient search mechanism.

In the next section, we detail the modeling abstractions upon which the
algorithms are based. Moreover, we elaborate our algorithms as well as different
variants of k-random walk algorithms. The evaluation metrics used to compare
the different schemes are also elaborated. The experimental results are noted
next in Section 3.

2 Modeling and Evaluation Methodology

It is impossible to model the complete dynamics of a p2p system. While our
simple models do not capture all aspects of reality, we hope they capture the
essential features needed to understand the fundamental qualitative differences
between k-random walk and proliferation/mutation algorithms.

2.1 Model Definition

P2p networks are the networks formed through associations of computers, each
providing equivalent services, eg. search facility, to the network. Thus each peer
can be conceived as both client and server of a particular service [5]. To model
search service, we focus on two most important aspects of a p2p system: p2p
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Power−Law Topology ( α = 0.8)

b. Power-law graph, 10000 nodes, with
µ ≈ 4 and α ≈ 0.8

Fig. 2. Distribution of node degrees in the two network topology graphs. Note that we
use log scale for the power-law graph, and linear scale for the random graph.

network topology, query and data distribution. For simplicity, we assume the
topology and distribution do not change during the simulation of our algorithms.
For the purpose of our study, if one assumes that the time to complete a search is
short compared to the time of change in network topology and change in query
distribution, results obtained from the fixed settings are indicative of perfor-
mance in real systems.

Network Topology : By network topology, we mean the graph formed by the
p2p overlay network; each p2p member has a certain number of neighbors and the
set of neighbor connections form the p2p overlay network. We use two different
network topologies in our study. The two types of graph - power-law and random
graph - best represent the majority of the realistic network topologies formed in
the Internet [3, 5]. In each of the topologies, we take a representative graph.

(a). Pure Random Graph : A 10000-node graph generated with the help of the
topology generator BRITE[4] with mean µ = 4. The distribution is shown in
(Fig. 2(a)).
(b). Power-law Graph : The node degrees follow a power-law distribution; if one
ranks all nodes from the most connected to the least connected, then the ith

most connected node has ω/iα neighbors, where ω is a constant and α is the
power-law exponent. The power-law random graph is generated by the topology
generator Inet3.0 [2]. The number of nodes in the graph is 10000, the mean
in-degree µ = 4.3 and the power-law exponent α ≈ 0.8 (Fig. 2(b)).

Query and data distribution : In order to model query and data distribution,
we define two different profiles for each peer - the informational profile and the
search profile. The informational profile (PI ) of the peer is formed from the
information which it shares with the other peers in the p2p network. The search
profile (PS) of a peer is built from the informational interest of the user; formally
it is represented in the same way as is PI . In general, the search profile may differ
from the information stored on the peer. For simplicity we assume that there
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are 1024 coarse-grained profiles, and let each of these profiles be represented by
a unique 10-bit binary token. The query message packet (M) is also a 10-bit
binary token. From now on we interchangeably use the term profile and token.
Zipf’s distribution[6], is chosen to distribute each of the 1024 unique alternatives
in the network. The ranking of tokens in terms of frequency is the same for both
information and search profiles.However the profiles are distributed in random
nodes with no correlation between similar profiles.

We now describe the proliferation/mutation and random walk algorithms.

2.2 Algorithms

In this section, we explain two proliferation/mutation based as well as three
random walk based search algorithms. The important aspects of all these algo-
rithms are that although random walk or proliferation/mutation is exhibited by
the message packets, however, the algorithms are independently implemented by
each node. And coordinated behavior of the nodes produces the required packet
dynamics. All the algorithms can be expressed in terms of the same basic premise
which is stated next.
Basic Premise : The search in our p2p network is initiated from the user peer.
The user (U) emanates k (k ≥ 1) message packets (M) to its neighbors - the
packets are thereby forwarded to the surroundings. The message packet (M) is
formed from the search profile PS of U . We next present the search initiation
process in algorithmic form.

Algorithm 1 InitiateSearch(U)
Input : Signal to initiate search.
Form Message Packet (M) = PS(U)
Flood k message packets(M) to the neighbors of the user peer.

The message packets travel through the network and when a node (say) A
receives a message packet (M), it performs the following two functions.
Function 1 :- It checks whether the PI of A is equal to the incoming message
M . If so, it returns a successful event.
Function 2 :- It forwards the content of the message packet in some defined
manner to its neighbor(s).

In algorithmic form, we can represent the functions as Reaction p2p:

Algorithm 2 Reaction p2p(A)
Input : Message packet(M)
If (PI = M) then {Report a successful match /*Function 1*/}
Algorithm Message Forward(A) /* Function 2*/

Each of the proliferation/mutation and random walk schemes defines Al-
gorithm Message Forward(A) differently. Elaboration of the algorithms corre-
sponding to each of the schemes follows.
Proliferation/Mutation (PM) : In the proliferation/mutation scheme, the
packets undergo proliferation at each node they visit. The proliferation is guided
by a special function, whereby a message packet visiting a node proliferates to
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form Nnew message packets which are thereby forwarded to the neighbors of the
node. A randomly selected bit of each of these Nnew messages has a probability
β of getting mutated; β is the mutation probability of the system. Mutation is
introduced into the system to increase the chance of message packets meeting
similar items, which in turn helps in packet proliferation.

However, since mutation changes the content of the packet, it is assumed that
the original information is also carried along with the packet. Hence, during the
execution of the algorithm Reaction p2p, comparison with PI (Function 1) is
carried out on the basis of the original message, while the input for Algorithm
Message Forward(A) (here Algorithm PM(A)) is the mutated packet.

Algorithm 3 PM(A)
Input : Message packet(M)
Produce Nnew message packets(M)
Mutate one randomly selected bit of each of the Nnew message packets with prob. β

Spread the Nnew packets to Nnew randomly selected neighbors of A

The function determining the value of ‘Nnew’ ensures that Nnew is < n(A),
where n(A) is the number of neighbors of A and ≥ 1. [Note that if Nnew = 1,
proliferation/mutation behaves similar to random walk.]
Restricted Proliferation/Mutation (RPM) : The restricted prolifera-
tion/mutation algorithm, similar to PM , produces Nnew messages and mutates
one bit of each of them with probability β. But these Nnew messages are for-
warded only if the node A has ≥ Nnew free neighbors. By ‘free’, we mean that
the respective neighbors haven’t been previously visited by message M . If A has
Z ‘free’ neighbors, where Z < Nnew, then only Z messages are forwarded, while
the rest are destroyed. However, if Z = 0, then one message is forwarded to a
randomly selected neighbor. The rationale behind the restricted movement is to
minimize the amount of message wastage. Because, two packets of message M

visiting the same peer essentially means wastage of the second packet.

Algorithm 4 RPM(A)
Input : Message packet(M)
Produce Nnew message packets (M)
Mutate one bit of each of the message packets with probability β

Z = No of ‘free’ neighbors
if (Z ≥ Nnew)

Spread the Nnew packets in Nnew randomly selected neighbors of A

else
if (Z > 0)

Spread Z packets in Z free neighbors of A

Discard the remaining (Nnew - Z) packets
else

Forward one message packet to a randomly selected neighbor of A

Discard the remaining (Nnew - 1) packets

We now elaborate the function which controls the amount of proliferation.
Proliferation Controlling Function : The proliferation of message pack-
ets at any node A is heavily dependent on the similarity between the message
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Fig. 3. Probability of proliferation of at least η messages (semilog(y) scale)

packet (M) and the information profile (PI) of A. Also care is taken to avoid
producing more than n(A) number of messages, where n(A) represents the num-
ber of neighbors of A. In this connection we define the following expression p,
where p = e−HD × ρ

n
, HD is the Hamming distance(M ,PI); ρ represents the

proliferation constant; it is same for all nodes. and is generally kept less than
the mean indegree of the underlying network. However, since in networks (both
random and power-law network), the neighborhood distribution varies widely; if
for some particular node (say B) ρ > n(B), then for that node ρ is set to n(B).

With the help of the expression p, we define P (η) - the probability of pro-
ducing at least η packages during proliferation by the following equation.
P (η) =

∑n
i=η

(

n−1

i−1

)

· pi−1 · (1 − p)n−i

The significance of the above equation is elaborated through the three figures
(Fig. 3). The three figures explain the behavior of P (η), w.r.t. different HDs,
proliferation constants and neighborhood sizes. The number of packets is plotted
in the x-axis, while the y-axis represents the probability of proliferation of at
least those number of packets. All the figures illustrate some commonality. (i). At
least one packet necessarily proliferates; (ii). The probability of proliferation of
larger number of packets exponentially decreases. Fig. 3(a) shows the variation
w.r.t. different proliferation constants ρ; three different curves are drawn for ρ =
3, 4, 5. In each of the curves, we find that the probability of proliferating at least
η numbers of packets is almost equal to 1 till η = ρ; if η > ρ, the probability
decreases exponentially. Fig. 3(b) shows the variation w.r.t. different Hamming
distances; three curves are drawn corresponding to HD = 0, 1, 2. It is seen
that for HD > 0, the probability of proliferation of at least η packets decreases
exponentially for η > 1, which implies that the chance of proliferation is quite
low if HD > 0. However, the rate of decrease in probability varies inversely to the
value of the proliferation constant. The three curves in Fig. 3(c), plotted w.r.t.
different neighborhood sizes show that variation of probability of proliferation
with respect to different neighborhood sizes is negligible.
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We now describe a simple k-random walk algorithm and subsequently two
different variations of it.
k-random walk (RW) : In k-random walk, when a peer receives a message
packet after performing the task of comparison, as mentioned in Algorithm 2,
it forwards the packet to a randomly selected neighbor. The algorithm (RW ) is
quite straightforward and is defined as

Algorithm 5 RW(A)
Input : Message packet(M)
Send the packet M to a randomly chosen neighbor peer

The restricted random walk (RRW ) algorithm which is similar to RPM

(Algorithm 4), is discussed next.
Restricted Random Walk (RRW) : In RRW , instead of passing the message
(M) to any random neighbor, we pass on the message to any randomly selected
‘free’ neighbor. However, if there is no ‘free’ neighbor, we then pass on the
message to any randomly selected neighbor.

Algorithm 6 RRW(A)
Input : Message packet(M)
Send the packet M to a randomly chosen ‘free’ neighbor peer
If (no ‘free’ neighbor)

Send the packet M to a randomly chosen neighbor peer

The next algorithm is a special type of a random algorithm [1] to enhance
the speed of simple random walk in a power-law network. The special type of
random walk is termed as high degree restricted random walk (HDRRW).
High Degree Restricted Random Walk (HDRRW) : Adamic et. al.
in [1] showed that for a single random walker in a power-law network, high
degree random walk is better than simple random walk. To compare it with our
proliferation/mutation scheme, we have simulated the algorithm with k-random
walkers participating in the search. In the algorithm, a peer has special affinity
to forward the message packet to the neighbors which have higher degree of
connection. However, the algorithm also takes into consideration the restricted
movement discussed in the previous section.

To balance these two trends, when sending a message packet, a peer checks
the first H most high degree nodes to identify a ‘free’ node; if it doesn’t find, it
randomly tries to identify any ‘free’ node another L number of times. Even if then
a ‘free’ node is not found, then the message is forwarded to a neighboring node.
This forwarding scheme is also biased towards neighbors with high in-degree.

Algorithm 7 HDRRW(A)
Input : Message packet(M)
Find the ‘free’ neighbor with highest in-degree among the H most connected neighbors
If (no ‘free’ neighbor)

Randomly try L times to find a ‘free’ neighbor among the rest of the peers
If (still no ‘free’ neighbor found)

Chose a neighbor through a probability function f(neigh);
where f(neigh1) > f(neigh2) if n(neigh1) > n(neigh2)

Send the packet M to the chosen peer
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2.3 Metrics

In this paper we focus on efficiency aspects of the algorithms solely, and use the
following simple metrics in our abstract p2p networks. These metrics, though
simple, reflect the fundamental properties of the algorithms.
(a). Success rate: The number of similar items found by the query messages
within a given time period.
(b). Coverage rate: The amount of time required by the messages to cover a
percentage of the network.
(c). Cost per search output: The number of messages required to output a suc-
cessful search.
(d). Bad visits: The number of times the same message re-visits the same node.
If a message packet visits the same node more than once, it amounts to wastage
of that packet.

3 Simulation Results

The experiments are performed on the two types of topology discussed in Section
2.1. As mentioned earlier, each of the above algorithms is distributed in nature
and the nodes perform the task independent of the others. However, to assess
the speed and efficiency of the algorithm, we have to ensure some sort of syn-
chronous operation among the peers. In this context we introduce the concept
of time whereby it is assumed that in one time unit, all the nodes in the network
execute the algorithm once. That is, if a peer has some message in its message
queue, it will process one message within that time frame. We believe although
approximate, it is a fair abstraction of reality of p2p networks where each node is
supposed to provide equivalent services. The sequence of operation of the peers
during one time step is arbitrary. The length of the message queue is considered
to be infinite.

In order to assess the efficiency of different algorithms, we have also to ensure
fairness of ‘power’ among them which is explained next.

3.1 Fairness in power

To ensure fair comparison among all the processes, we must ensure that each
process (PM , RPM , RW , RRW , HDRRW ) should participate in the net-
work with the same ‘power’. To provide fairness in ‘power’ between a prolif-
eration/mutation algorithm (say PM) and a random algorithm (say RW ), we
ensure that the total number of query packets used is roughly the same in all
the cases. Query packets determine the cost of the search; too many packets
cause network clogging bringing down the efficiency of the system as a whole. It
can be seen that the number of packets increase in the proliferation/mutation
algorithms over the generations, while it remains constant in the case of random
walk algorithms. Therefore the number of message packets - k in Algorithm 1 is
set in a fashion so that the aggregate number of packets used by each individual
algorithm is roughly the same.
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To ensure fairness in ‘power’ between two proliferation/mutation algorithms
(say [PM & RPM ]), we keep the proliferation constant ρ and the value of k the
same for both processes. The value of k for the proliferation/mutation algorithm
is generally set as k = n(U), where n(U) is the in-degree of the initiator peer U .

3.2 Experiments

To explore the different properties of the algorithms, two major types of ex-
periments have been performed on different topologies and with different initial
conditions. The experiments are noted one by one.
COVERAGE : In this experiment, upon initiation of a search, the search
operation is performed till the message packets cover the entire network. The
experiment is repeated 500 times on randomly selected initial nodes.

During the experiment, we collect different statistic at every 10% of coverage
of the network that is, we collect statistic at [20%, 30% · · · 90%, 100%] of
coverage of the network. Since the message forwarding algorithms (Algo. 3 -7)
are non-deterministic in nature, message packets find it increasingly difficult to
visit the last 10% of the network. This is true for all the different variants of
message forwarding algorithms and also for all types of topologies. Consequently,
the results of Figs. 4, 5, 7 reflect this characteristic.
TIME-STEP : In this experiment, upon initiation of a search (Algorithm 1),
the search operation is performed for N (= 50) time steps. The number of search
items (ns) found within 50 time steps from the commencement of the search is
calculated. The experiment is repeated for one generation where one generation
is defined as a sequence of 100 such searches. The search output (ns) is averaged
over one generation (100 different searches), whereby we obtain Ns, where Ns =
P

100

i=1
ns

100
. The value of Ns, provides the indication of search efficiency.

The above mentioned two experiments have been performed for prolifera-
tion/mutation and random walk processes (Algorithm 3 - 7). The interesting
results derived from such experiments are noted next.

3.3 Experimental Results - Random Network

In this section we report the results obtained by performing the COVERAGE
experiment on the random network of Fig. 2(a). The results reported below
pertains to experiments performed for PM , RPM with different proliferation
constants (ρ = 3, 4, 5), RRW . In case of the random network, our observation
is that mutation does not help in improving the efficiency of network coverage.
Hence all the proliferation mutation experiments reported here are performed
with β = 0. The major experimental observations are elaborated one by one.
Result I: Comparison between PM and RPM algorithm : Fig. 4(a)
shows the network coverage rate of the PM algorithm at ρ = 3, and three
different instances of the RPM algorithm at ρ = 3, 4, 5 respectively. The graph
plots the % of network covered in the x-axis, while the time taken to cover
corresponding % of network is plotted on the y-axis (semilog scale). It is seen
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Fig. 4. Graphs plotting (in semilog(y) scale) the cost and network coverage time of
PM [ρ = 3] and RPM [ρ = 3, 4, 5] algorithms in random networks.

that PM (ρ = 3) takes more time to cover up to 90% of the network than RPM

with ρ = 3. Only while covering the last 10% it overtakes RPM . However, if we
increase ρ for RPM , we see that even at 100%, RPM (ρ = 5) performs better
than PM . An interesting observation to be noted is that RPM (ρ = 5) produces
a smaller number of packets than PM (ρ = 3).

Fig. 4(b) plots the increase in the average number of message packets present
in the network (also referred to as cost) in the y-axis with respect to the per-
centage of network coverage for the four schemes. It is seen that the number of
message packets produced in PM(ρ = 3) is about 10 times larger than RPM(ρ
= 3, 4, 5). Similarly, in case of random walks, it is found that RRW is much more
efficient than RW (the experimental results are not reported here to avoid repe-
tition). So, in our subsequent discussions, we drop PM and RW and concentrate
on comparison between RPM and RRW .

Result II: Comparison Between RPM and RRW algorithm : The com-
parison between RPM and RRW is elaborated through the results highlighted
in Fig. 5. In case of RRW , we perform three different sets of experiments by
varying the initial condition (value of k in Algorithm 1). The three different ex-
periments are termed as RRW(50%), RRW(90%), RRW(100%) respectively. The
value of k for these experiments are set from collecting information about the
average number of packets used by RPM(ρ = 3) to complete coverage of 50%,
90% and 100% of the network respectively. Fig. 5(a) plots the average number
of packets used by RPM , RRW s (y-axis) vs. network coverage (x-axis).

Fig. 5(b) plots the percentage of the network covered (x-axis) by the four
processes RPM(ρ = 3), RRW(50%), RRW(90%), RRW(100%) against time step
(y-axis, in semilog scale). It is seen that the time taken by RPM(ρ = 3) to
cover the network is uniformly less than all the other processes beyond the
30% coverage. This is particularly significant because when we are at 30%-40%
network coverage zone, the number of message packets used by RPM is sig-
nificantly lower than RRW algorithms (Refs. Fig. 5(a)). As expected, the time
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Fig. 5. Graphs highlighting the (a) average number of message packets used (cost),
(b) network coverage time, and (c) number of bad visits by RPM and RRW s
(RRW (100%), RRW (90%) & RRW (50%)) in random network.

taken to cover the network decreases progressively for RRW(100%), RRW(90%)
and RRW(50%). This is because the three processes have an increasing number
of message packets. However, as seen the time does not decrease significantly
even if we go on adding more messages. The RPM functions are better than
RRW s because the packets here exhibit a much smaller probability to visit the
same nodes again and again. Fig. 5(c) shows the number of bad visits (defined on
page 8) performed by RPM and RRW s (y-axis) vs. network coverage (x-axis).
It is seen that the tendency of RPM to visit the same node again and again is
significantly lower.

3.4 Experimental Results - Search Efficiency

To compare the search efficiency of RPM & RRW , we perform the TIME-
STEP experiment on the random graph for RPM and RRW , each spanning
over 100 generations. The graph of Fig. 6(a) shows the average value Ns against
generation number for RPM and RRW . The x-axis of the graph shows the
generation number while the y-axis represents the average number of search items
(Ns) found in the last 100 searches. In this figure we see that the search results
for both RPM and RRW show fluctuations. The fluctuations occur due to the
difference in the availability of the searched items selected at each generation.
However, we see that on the average, search efficiency of RPM is almost 2.5-
times higher than that of RRW . (For RPM , the number of hits ≈ 157, while
it is ≈ 64 for RRW .) The fluctuations in the results help us to understand an
important aspect about cost which is discussed next.

Fig. 6(b) displays the cost/search item (the number of messages required to
produce a search output) each scheme incurs to generate the performance of
Fig. 6(a). We see that the cost of RPM is hardly changing (it stays constant
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at around 1.5) even though the corresponding search output is differing hugely,
while in RRW there is significant fluctuation in terms of cost. This can be easily
understood from the fact that RRW always starts with the same number of
packets irrespective of the availability of the items. While in RPM , the packets
are not generated blindly, but are instead regulated by the availability of the
searched item. Therefore, if a particular searched item is sparse in the network,
RPM produces a lower number of packets and vice versa.

3.5 Experimental Results - Power-Law Graph

In this section, we report the results obtained by performing the COVERAGE
experiment on the power-law graph of Fig. 2(b).

Result I : Comparison between power-law network and random net-
work : Fig. 7 plots % of network coverage in the x-axis, while the time taken
to cover the network space in y-axis (semilog scale). The results for RPM and
RRW are plotted for both random and power-law network, while HDRRW

is plotted only for power-law network. It is seen that to cover the power-law
network is almost 10 times more difficult than random network. This happens
because in power-law network a few nodes have a huge number of connections
while most of the nodes have very few connections (Refs. Fig. 2(b)). Hence,
to reach a particular node (say x) from another node (say y) (both sparsely
connected), the message has to pass through one of the more connected nodes,
consequently creating an overload of message on those more connected node.
Similar to the results in random networks, the RPM works much better than
RRW in power-law networks too. The HDRRW works better than simple RRW

however only slightly. The efficiency of HDRRW for multiple random walkers
is not as good as in the case of single random walker (as illustrated by Adamic
et. al. in [1]).
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The next set of results shows that in power-law networks, mutating the pro-
liferated packets indeed helps in improving the coverage rate.
Result II : Effect of mutation on
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Fig. 7. Graphs showing network cov-
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network coverage rate : Fig. 8(a)
plots the time taken to cover the net-
work (y -axis) by RPM at mutation
probabilities (β = 0, 0.1, 0.5) for ρ =
3, and at ρ = 3.5, β = 0 vs. % of net-
work coverage (x-axis). It is seen that
the performance is best for RPM with
(β = 0.1, ρ = 3). It performs better than
even RPM with ρ = 3.5. Fig. 8(b) plots
the number of message packets (y -axis)
produced by the corresponding schemes
vs. % of network coverage (x-axis). It is
seen that among the RPMs with ρ = 3,
RPM with β = 0.1 produces the largest
number of message packets. However, it
is less than the number of packets pro-
duced by RPM (ρ = 3.5). This shows that mutation plays a distinct role in
increasing the network coverage efficiency. Merely, by increasing the value of
the proliferation constant ρ, we are not able to produce the combined effect of
proliferation and mutation.

In power-law networks, a few nodes have a huge number of connections which
implies that messages most of the time have to pass through those nodes to
reach other nodes. Hence, in order to get a message directed through those
nodes more effectively, a high amount of proliferation in their neighboring nodes
is desirable. Since the amount of proliferation directly depends on the level of
similarity between the message and the information profile (PI ) of the node, a
wider variety in the messages improves the chance of similarity between message
and information profile. However, these neighboring nodes are only a subset of
the total nodes and the frequency distribution of their information profiles are
guided by Zipf’s law. Excessive mutation tends to make the message packets
distribution more uniform and thus the inherent frequency inequality in the
distribution of different information profiles cannot be exploited.

3.6 Summarization

The following is the summarization of the results.
(a). RPM is more effective than PM .
(b). RPM is more effective than any random walk algorithm.
(c). RPM has an in-built excellent cost regulatory mechanism.
(d). The search efficiency of RPM is roughly three times higher than RRW .
(e). Coverage is more difficult in power-law networks than random networks.
(f). RPM with mutation probability (β) > 0 functions more effectively in power-
law networks, however regulation of mutation probability is important.
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Fig. 8. Graphs showing network coverage time and cost incurred in power-law network
by RPMs with (ρ = 3, β = 0.0), (ρ = 3, β = 0.1),(ρ = 3, β = 0.5), (ρ = 3.5, β = 0.0).

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have produced detailed experimental results showing that the
simple immune-inspired concept of proliferation/mutation can be used to cover
the network more effectively than random walk. The proliferation/mutation al-
gorithm can regulate the number of packets to be produced during a search
operation according to the availability of the searched material, thus improving
the efficiency of search. The effectivity of search is demonstrated across the two
major types of topologies we have taken into account in this paper. This we
believe is a fundamental result and can be applied beyond the domain of the
proposed p2p search application. However, a detailed theoretical analysis to ex-
plain these interesting results has to be undertaken in the future to explore the
full potential of proliferation/mutation algorithms.
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